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Formulas are presented for the angular distribution of photoelectrons produced on absorption of circularly

polarized photons by randomly oriented, optically active (chiral) molecules or molecular negative ions. Results

are presented to order a'. The results for nonchiral molecules can be recovered by setting the appropriate
coefficients equal to zero. These findings suggest measurement of the angular distribution diA'erence for

absorption of left and right circularly polarized photons, whose leading term behaves as 28, cos8, ~here 8, is

a coefficient appropriate for the electric dipole (E1) process and 8 is the angle between the direction of the

emerging beam of photoelectrons and the direction of incidence of the photon beam. The integrated cross-

section difference behaves as 8n"(A + C /3), where these coeAicients are appropriate for the electric-dipole,

magnetic-dipole (E1M1) interference; this term is responsible for the circular dichroism of the molecule in the

region of continuous absorption.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper' (I), a general expression
was derived for the electric-dipole (El) angular
distribution of photoelectrons ejected from un-
polarized molecules or molecular negative ions on
the absorption of linearly or circularly polarized
photons. The reader is referred to this paper for
the details of the theoretical formulation (electron-
molecule "fixed-nuclei" theory') and mathematical
development to be used in the present paper. It
was shown that the angular distribution behaves as

A+8, cos+e,Ccso'6 on absorption of left (+) or
right (-) circularly polarized photons by optically
active (chiral) molecules, where the term +8, cose
is introduced by the presence of unequal numbers
of D (dextrorotatory) and I (levorotatory) optical
isomers and 0 is the angle between the direction
of the emerging beam of photoelectrons and the
direction of incidence of the photon beam.

In this paper we wish to derive expressions for
the angular distributions produced on absorption
of circularly polarized photons by unpolarized
target molecules or molecular negative ions due to
the interference between different partial waves of
the photon, namely the electric-dipole, magnetic-
dipole (ElMl) and electric-dipole, electric-quad-
rupole (ElE2) interference terms. We show that
new terms' exist also in these angular distributions
if the molecule is optically active. %e find that the

integrated cross-section difference for absorption
of left and right circularly polarized photons be-
haves as Bw(A + —,C ). This term is responsible
for the circular dichroism of the optically active
molecule in the region of continuous a,bsorption.
In another previous paper~ the angular distribu-
tion difference was calculated for nonchiral, def-
inite-parity eigenstate, oriented molecules. This
difference vanishes on averaging the angular dis-
tribution difference over all molecular orienta-
tions unless the molecule is chiral. The nonvan-
ishing of the absorption coefficient difference for
chiral molecules is well known" in discrete ab-
sorption, and this phenomenon, the circular di-
chroism or "optical activity" in the region of dis-
crete absorption, has been one of the principal
means of physical characterization of this class of
molecules. From I and this paper, we wish to em-
phasize that this measurement can be extended
into the region of continuous absorption, where the
leading term of the angular distribution difference
behaves as 2B,cos8 and the integrated cross-sec-
tion difference behaves as Bv(A +-,'C ), providing
new experimental parameters with which to char-
acterize the F. 1 and F1M1 processes, respectively.

II. THEORY

The general expression for the angular distri-
bution'7 is given by
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The quantities are defined as follows: n is the fine-structure constant, a~ the Bohr radius, E~ the energy
of the photon in atomic units, @ the velocity of the photoelectron in atomic units, |t)'„=' the wave function of
the final system, normalized to satisfy incoming boundary conditions, g,. the wave function for the initial
system, r the summation over the positions of all electrons of the system, l the summation over the
angular momenta of all electrons of the system, k a unit vector in the direction of propagation of the pho-
ton, and p~ ~ the unit vector in the direction of polarization of the photon.

Upon taking the partial-wave expansion of the continuum wave functions in Eqs. (la)-(ld) and averaging
over molecular orientations, ' ' we obtain
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where the upper or lower sign is taken for left or
right circular polarization, respectively. The ex-
pression for the E1 process has been presented
previously. ' The quantities are defined as follows.
The angle of ejection, 8, is defined as the angle
between Sk and kk~, the momenta of the photo-
electron and photon, respectively. The set of an-
gular momentum quantum numbers, A&p, zl&m» cor-
responds to the angular momenta, A g and hI,. of
the photoelectron. These are "channel" momenta
corresponding to partial waves which resolve
g' '(r, k) with respect to k [see Eq. (10) of I]. Fur-
ther partial-wave analysis of the continuum wave
functions of Eqs. (2a)-(2e) will generate another
set of quantum numbers, X, p, ,l,m„corresponding
to the angular momenta, hk,. and hl, , and char-
acterizing partial waves which resolve g& '(r, k)
with respect to r [see Eq. (9) of I]. L is the total
angular momentum quantum number, L = l,.+ X,

The operator l stands for l„ the raising opera-
1

tor, for m, =+1, and stands for l, the lowering
operator, when m, =-1. The value m, = 0 is ex-
cluded because l, is a diagonal operator. The
bras and kets are understood to stand for Slater
determinantal wave functions, and the superscript
(-) means that the wave function for the final state
has been normalized. to satisfy incoming boundary
conditions. In deriving Eqs. (2a)-(2e) we have
made consecutive use' of two sum rules' to per-
form the summations: over m&, which casts the
E1 angular distribution in the form given by Fano
and Dill"; and over j, a total-angular-momen-
tum quantum number, ' defined as j =I,. +1. [How-
ever, as stated above, the chiral effect for the
F.l term was first derived in I from analysis of the
form of the angular distribution given by Eqs. (2a)
and (2b).]

We note that the E1M1 term given by Eq. (2c) has
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a sign (+) appropriate for left (-) or right (+) cir-
cular polarization, while the El and E1E2 terms
have a single sign appropriate for either polariza-
tion. This behavior arises from the fact that the
unit vector in Eq. (1c), f(k~ && p~ z), which is in the
direction of the magnetic field associated with the
radiation, has a sign (+) appropriate for left (+)
or right (-) circular polarization, since p~ s is
defined as (i+f1)/v 2; thus the directions of the
magnetic fields associated with photons of either
polarization are antiparallel.

III. SYMMETRY ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The symmetry properties of the El term have
been previously analyzed, ' and the reader is re-
fex'red to that paper fox' a complete discussion.
The symmetry properties of the E1M1 term can
be similarly analyzed. A special. problem associ-
ated with this term, however, is the choice of
phase for the matrix elements of the angular mo-
mentum operator I (please see Ref. 4, Sec. IIB).

1
The phase must be chosen from physical consid-
erations. In the case of oriented molecules' the
phase is chosen such that the E1M1 interference
exists for bound-bound transitions for moleeules
of arbitrary symmetry. This result is then an-
alytically continued into the region of continuous
absorption, where the dependence on the phases of
the radial wave functions unambiguously emerges.
Physically, absorption of a left or right circularly
polarized photon populates a single fine-structure
level in the oriented system accoxding to the selec-
tion rule m& = mo + 1, respectively, where m& and

m, are the final and initial azimuthal quantum num-
bers, respectively. The direction of the magnetic
field associated with one polarization of the photon
is antiparallel to that associated with the other
polarization such that the "senses" or signs of the
interferences are opposed for both polarizations;
hence the difference cross section for absorption
of a left and right circularly polarized photon by
an oriented system must exist. ' In an unoriented
system, on the other hand, an equal mixture of
fine-structure levels are populated, and the same
physical consideration (namely, that the directions
of the magnetic fields associated with the popula-
tion of levels having positive azimuthal quantum
numbers is antiparallel to that associated with the
population of levels having negative azimuthal
quantum numbers) demands that the phase of the
magnetic dipole matrix element be chosen such
that the E1M1 interference vanishes for bound-
bound transitions for molecules of arbitrary sym-
metry by cancellation of the terms for positive
and negative quantum numbers. There is incom-
plete cancellation, then, only when there is an

inequivalence in the radial matrix elements for
positive and negative quantum numbers, i.e. , the
presence of molecular chirality. This result can
then be analytically continued into the region of
continuous absorption, giving the well-known re-
sult' of a term behaving as 8 cos0 for nonchiral
molecules, for light of either polarization. This
choice of phase is according to

(jm ~1l/F, l jm) = T(3/()v)'"[(I —5, )][(1—25,„}]
&&(jm+ Ill ljm), (3a)

(jm ~1 lf, ljm) = [(j+m+ 1)(j+m)]"', (3b)

in agreement with that chosen for the circular
dichroism is discrete absorption. " The sign of
the matrix element is still axbitary because, as

5
discussed by Condon, the E1Ml interferenee is a
pseudoscalar and not a true invariant.

The symmetry properties of the E1M1 interfer-
ence are readily apparent from inspection of
Egs. (2b) and (2c). First, since the El term
c h g p

.
ty, d gt ~l=+1,

and the Ml term no change in parity, according
to hl =0, l& and X,. will have opposite parity for
molecules having states of definite parity. Thus,
for the first 3-j symbol to exist, L must be odd.
The range of values for L is O~L~2; thus only
L =1 is possible. According to fourth 3-j symbol,

t'I 1 f.

(m, -p, -(m, . —p.,)) -m, p, (m, —p, )j

(4)

This property, combined with the choice of phase
for the magnetic dipole matrix element, insures
that this term exists for light of either polariza-
tion. According to the second 3-j symbol,

1 1 I ) 1 1 I)
I
=(-1)' (5)1-1 0) -11 0)

where the left- or right-hand sides occux" for left
or right circular polarization. This property,
combined with the choice of sign multiplying Eq.
(2c) for left or right circular polarization, re-
spectively, insures that the sign of the interfer-
ence must be the same for light of both polariza-
tlons.

On the other hand, if the molecular states have
indefinite parity, then l~ and X& ean have the same
parity, and I, can be even. Then Eg. (4) and the
choice of phase for the matrix elements tell us
that complete cancellation oeeurs for the absorp-
tion of a photon of either polarization unless the
molecule possesses chlrality. Finally, Eg. (5) and
the signs multiplying Eq. (2c) tell us that the signs
of these interferences for even L must be differ-
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ent for light of either polarization. Thus the an-
gular distribution for the E1M1 interference be-
haves as W +B cos8~C cos'8, where A =C
= 0 in the limit of nonchiral molecules.

Next we analyze the E1E2 term. As for the
E1M1 term, for molecular states of definite par-
ity, l& and X& must have opposite parity, since the
existence of the E1 term requires a change of
parity, according to 4l =+1, and the existence of
the E2 term requires no change in parity, accord-
ing to 4 l = 0 or Al = +2. Then by the first 3-j sym-
bol in Eq. (2e), L must be odd. By the triangular
condition, v is restricted to the range of values
0&v~2, where Tc is a total photon angular mo-+
mentum for the E2 term, according to Pc=1+1.
Because of the transverse nature (direction of
propagation perpendicular to the polarization) of
the photon, g =0 is eliminated. This elimination
occurs in the conditions for the existence of the
first 3-j symbol in Eq (2d) .or the second 3-j sym-
bol in Eq. (2e). If v=1, K+1+L is odd for L odd,
and according to the relation

( v 1 L

((m, +m, ) -p, , -(m, —n,.j)

cancellation would result on the summation over
all allowed azimuthal quantum numbers. This
restricts K to 2. By the triangular condition,

~

K —1
~

~ L ~ v+ 1; thus terms linear and cubic in
cos8 are possible. ' For molecular states of in-
definite parity, l,. and X~ can have the same parity,
and L can be even. Then for ~ = 1, w+ 1+L is even,
and according to Eq. (6) constructive interference
results. According to the triangular condition,
L =0 is possible when v=1, giving an isotropic
term in the angular distribution. Also v=1, L =2
is possible, giving terms isotropic and quadratic
on cos8. Further, when ~=1 and L=1 or when
K = 2 and L = 2, v+ 1 +L is odd, and according to
Eq. (6) cancellation results unless there is molec-
ular chirality.

Thus, the presence of molecular states of indef-
inite parity introduces two new terms, isotropic
and quadratic in cos8; and molecular chirality in-
troduces three new terms, isotropic, linear, and
quadratic in cos8. The E1E 2 angular distribution
thus behaves as

A, wC,'/3+(B +B',) cos8+(C, aC', ) cos'8+D, cos'8,

where B,'= C,' = 0 in the limit of nonchiral mole-
cules, and A, =C, =O in the presence of molecular
eigenstates of definite parity. We note that the
structure of the E1E2 interference is more com-
plicated owing to the existence of two states of the
photon corresponding to &=1 and v =2, respective-
ly.
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